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Mark rare solar
eclipse with
us at the IoA

VIEW THE ECLIPSE SAFELY
Never look at the Sun directly! You
should view the eclipse only through
specialist solar telescopes or eclipse
glasses; sunglasses do not provide
adequate protection. An indirect
option is to project the Sun’s image
through a pinhole viewer (left). For
more related information, download
the Society for Popular Astronomy
guide at www.popastro.com

Other astro-events to put in your diary
We are holding an exhibition by glass
artist Livvy Fink, of pieces inspired by
an ongoing collaboration between the
IoA and Cancer Research UK.
The artwork explores impressions of
unfamiliar worlds inspired by the most
distant galaxies and the cells within
us, where light is diﬀused through a
myriad of intricate surfaces suspended
within glass.
Catch it at the 16˝ telescope dome

A

TONIGHT’S SPEAKER

THE IOA and CAA are combining
forces to celebrate the solar eclipse
occurring on the morning of Friday
20th March.
A solar eclipse occurs when the
Moon passes between us and the Sun,
casting a shadow on the Earth’s surface.
From Cambridge the eclipse will be partial, but
at maximum coverage the Moon will obscure a whopping 85% of the Sun. This is
the only chance to see such a major eclipse here for the next decade.
The eclipse will begin at 8.26am, reach maximum coverage by 9.33am, and
be over by 10.43am. We shall be providing a series of short talks about solar
eclipses in the lecture theatre at the IoA.
If the weather is clear, we will also open up the telescopes at the Observatory
for safe viewing of the eclipse.
Image: (Top) N. Mansurov; (Bottom) SPA

19–21 MAR: GLASS ART EXHIBITION

outreach

tomorrow and Friday (6.30–8.30pm),
and during our Open Day on Saturday
21st March.

20 MAR: BLACK HOLES LECTURE
The IoA’s Michael Parker will be discussing supermassive black holes at
the CAA speaker meeting this Friday.
This talk is the 24th annual Michael
Penston Lecture; it will be held in the
Sackler Lecture Theatre at the IoA, and
starts at 8pm. Everyone is welcome.

Carolin Crawford
Dwarf planets of the Solar System

Our weekly welcome

T

ONIGHT’S half-hour talk begins
promptly at 7.15pm, when Carolin Crawford will tell us about the
smaller denizens of our Solar System
known as dwarf planets, in light of
the two space missions arriving at
Pluto and Ceres this year.
Her talk will be followed by an
opportunity to observe if (and only
if…) the weather is clear.
The IoA’s historical Northumberland and Thorrowgood telescopes
will be open for unaided-eye
observations, and we will be staﬃng
some smaller telescopes around the
observatory lawns.
The Cambridge Astronomical
Association will also provide an outdoors ﬂoorshow relaying live images
from three modern telescopes, with
commentary.
If we’re unlucky and it’s cloudy,
then we’ll oﬀer you a cup of tea as
compensation, and the CAA will
oﬀer some more astro-information
afterwards in the lecture theatre for
those who want to stay on.

We tweet current astro-news and events
as IoACOA. Please e-mail any questions,
comments or suggestions about the IoA
Public Open Evenings to Carolin Crawford
at csc@ast.cam.ac.uk

www.ast.cam.ac.uk/public

WHAT YOU CAN LOOK FORWARD TO:

⊕ A series of half-hour astro-talks in our lecture theatre

� Posters, displays, demonstrations and activities all
around the site, for everyone to learn more about
astronomy and the kind of research we do

⊕ Our librarian Mark will showcase some of the rare and
unique astro-gems to be found in our historical library
� If you’re a Dr Who fan, then come along and meet the
15th Cyber Legion
⊕ The Cambridge Science Centre will bring along some
of their hands-on displays from their forthcoming
Explore the Universe exhibition

� Meteorites to examine and purchase from our friends
at Spacerocks UK
⊕ A glass art exhibition in one of the telescope domes

� Visit the historical telescopes on site and see what they
look like in daylight
⊕ Our Starlite cafe will provide tea and snacks, as well as a
chance to rest your feet
� The CAA will oﬀer family make-and-do activities, and
showcase a range of amateur telescopes

Please note that this year we are not oﬀering observing in the evening

ASTRONOMY LECTURES

3.00

pm » What is a habitable planet?
» Christina Hedges

3.45
4.30

pm « Black holes: Leviathans of the cosmos
« Ranjan Vasudevan

pm » Seeing the invisible: Dark matter
in our Universe
» Mustafa Amin

5.15

pm « Beasts of the southern wild:
The discovery of a large number of ultra-faint
satellites in the vicinity of the Magellanic Clouds
« Vasily Belokurov

LIBRARY PRESENTATIONS
2.30pm: Professor
Gamma investigates
3.30pm: Artistry
in the sky
4.30pm: The lost world
of stereographs
5.30pm: 1665 and
all that
Explore some of the treasures of the IoA library in short
(30-min) presentations.
Places are limited, so please obtain a FREE ticket
(available at reception or in the library) ﬁrst.
All presentations will take place in the Observatory
meeting room and will include Q&A time with the IoA’s
own librarian, Mark Hurn (above).

